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Open Lab, a large multi-purpose space dominated by The Brain, a gigantic screen connected to all rooms and work stations in the complex.
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1 and healthcare professionals, and many others.

José A. Vicente, Wolfson Campus President, said it will fill the workforce needs of Miami Valley, Universal City, and other high-
MAGIC will offer its students an Associate in Science degree in computer programming and analysis. They can focus their studies on animation and game art, or game development and design. In either program, they will learn to tell a story visually and learn modeling, lighting, motion, and sound. Non-credit courses to meet specialized professional needs also will be available.

The MAGIC space is on the ground floor of the college's Building 8, at 327 NE 2nd Ave., on the east side of NE 2nd Avenue between NE 2nd and NE 3rd streets. Passersby on the adjacent sidewalk will be able to see students at work in the animation lab and in the Open Lab, a large multi-purpose space dominated by The Brain, a gigantic screen connected to all rooms and work stations in the complex.

Just inside the MAGIC space is a gallery featuring student work in animation and video games, where visitors may play student-created demo games. The gallery also will display an antique pre-computer-era animation desk.
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